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THE CUlZRI CULUM IN AGRICULTURE:
A \,lARY TRAVELLER IN A FRACT IOUS WOl~D

PREFACE

The s e not e s were o r j.gi nally organized durin g the fall and wint e r of
1968-196 9 as par t o f an assignment to a committee f ormed to make recommendatiou s c on c erni n g th e under graduate curr i culum in che College of
Ag ricultu re a t Ut a h State Unive r sity.

A substan tial portion of the

phrasing of th e ar gumen ts i s not ori gi nal.
are not i nd ica ted in t he text .

However, specific quotations

This procedure was not a particular dis-

a dvantage in th e l:"ll sh o f C'_)lumittee \·Jo rk, but it is no longer feasible to
go back a n d pi npoint eadl s pe c i fic sourc e .

The best \vhich can be done

i s to indicate i n a gene r al way the secti ons which have been taken from
or influenced b y t he

t h ou ~hts

o f other persou s.

Th e be g inning section

of the firs t sta t er.ient is compo sed mainly o f fra gments o f a lecture by

1/

Harold Taylor.-

The fi r s t s e ction of the s e cond s t atement is bas e d

extensively on comment s mad e in a speech by Ed"Nard H.

Levi.~/

Other

portions of the first s e ct ion of the second statement are composed mainly
of fragments from R.ieslLla n and Jenks
The

tl-lO

:~./

statement s presented were separated by some three months

!/"The Know 1ed gt:-:: I ndu stry", Milton Be nnion Iviemorial lecture ,
Unive rsity of Utah~ October 27, 1964.
2I
-'Inaugural address upon accepting the Pres i dency of the University
Jf Chicago, November 4, 1968.

liThe Academic Revolution, Ne\ol York: Doubleday, 1968,

~.t_ .. _.P.~~_~~n.~.

of conunittee de.l i berat i ons and

are~

the-refore~

probably not wholly

cons i sten t one with another .
The cornrni t tee ref e rred t o above issued a report and recommendations that
have never been y.]idely circulated; however ~ the general contents can

be

Lnferred frofi., the following list of actions suggested for implementation.
1.

Organize the cu rricula in the College of Agriculture in two

divisions -- AgY
.-i2ulrural Technology and Agricultural Science.
AdviscT!: en t o f students in lm'l7er division should be charged to

2.

a special
3.

grou~

of

a~visors.

An agricultura l core prograul for freshmen and sophomores should

be planned as one integrated sequence and presented by a select teachingadvising sta ff .
4.

Upper divisi on students in the two curricula might select an

option, requireme:lts for which will be dete rmined by a supervisory staff.
In many cases, these options will be oriented across disciplines currently
separated by adnlinistrc?_ ;:. Lve
5.

Depar tmenta 1

Gt

de ~:>artments.

:!:"cc tu :;::-e

should be changsd t o coinc J_de

two curricula describe d by the conunittee.

Reduction to

L\r10

l.rJi th

the

divisions

would provide more coordinated instn.t.ction> stimulate related activit i es
and improve adThinistrat i ve efficiency.
6.

Student body quality in Agriculture should be improved by all

possible means) including selective recruitluent and higher entrance
requirements.
7.

Alignment of the College of Agricu ltu r e and other biological

sciences into a sing le college should be explored.

Committee members were George : E . . Stoddard (Chairman), Joseph C.
Street, John O. Evans, Jerome J. Jurinak. J. LeGrande Shupe and myself.

Obviously, these persens a:i:" ___ "not

re~s.ible

in , any way tor .the. content

of my stqcements.
, .

Allen D. LeBaron

Statement //1 - November 1968
IS EDUCATION INCOMPATIBLE ltJITH AN UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE IN AGRICULTURE?

The Functions of a University and Education
A university is a community of scholars--students who wish to learn
and teachers who want to teach.

Thus, the functions are:

discover new knowledge; to criticize society.

to teach; to

The aim is to create wiser

men and women, persons who have the capacity to think in terms of
abstractions and have faith in their reasoning ability.
imaginations and enhancement of intellect.

We want enlarged

We expect the educated man to

be able to accept change ~and not be frightened by advance of scientific
knowledge.

The educated person is free from the constraints imposed by

complete reliance upon the five senses which, perforce, require continual
opting for the status quo.

!fA university education ought to lead young

people to see that there is a moral difference between celebrating intercollegiate virtue by organizing seventy-five thousand strong at Fort
Lauderdale and sending sixty students of Northern Universities to belp
with voter registration in Mississippi."

"Only

~"idely

diffused educational

opportunities are likely to create a citizenry wise enough to give
democracy a chance and thus make it possible for America to be given its
chance."
Universities, at least publicly supported ones, also have other
functions.

They provide varied services to the community at large and

they provide training in various skills desired by society.

These

-2-

functions may be perfectly legitinlate and even necessary, but they should
not be confused with the purpose of education itself.

We must guard

against converting the educational system into a mere instrument for
producing manpower for a technologically oriented society.

There must

be balance and an aware·n ess of what is education and what is not.
Some Functions of the College of Agriculture and its Undergraduate Students
I.

Students planning to return to farms and rural life.

These people

are increasingly buffeted by the pace of technolo gical advance in agriculture.
They must deal with supplies of capital :> marketing, credit, tax laus and
marketing orders, personnel management , marketing organizations, and other
management problems.
or a

cm~-calf

rancher.

Statistics may have limited value to a dairy operator
vlliat good is 15 hours of chemistry?

functions are slipping out of the hands of farmers.

Iclanagement

They are tied ever

more closely to supplies of credit; emphasis is on standardized quality and
quantity; management supervision is practiced in some commodity areas.
Despite t his, the same old classes continue to be taught.
training men to be qualified managers for absentee

O~Viners

Hhere are we
or for themselves?

!fuat is nee~ed are such things as applied computer courses for the coming
revolution in record keeping.
II.

Students planning government and industrial careers.

These people

(with B.S. degrees) often do not '{flork in their areas of training.

Companies

want flexible, adaptable people ~vho can be trained for t he specifics of the
job at hand.

HOlv does memorization of the name of every plant help here?

How can employers place people that are narrowly trained in a single

-3Ag. college department for four years?

Hhat kind of government service can

these graduates render to a gencies that must face up to the many social
problems that surround their day-to-day activities?
in a spearate course for every row crop?

~lliat

relevance is there

In other ways this question can

be repeated throughout the college.
III.

Forei gn students in undergraduate programs.

Luckily we can assume

that in some sense the education of these people is not in our hands.

We

are mainly charged with provision of traning and, assuming some curriculum
adjustments, this can be adapted to their needs.
).1ost Effort Hust be Categorized as Training
The above listings hint at little which might be termed education
(indeed the training component may be out of Hhack).

But is this surprising?

Along with engineering, accounting , and education, and others, the demand
on agricultural college departments has been for highly trained and not
(necessarily) educated people.
history.

We may even say this demand has an honorable

But is it really ri ght to allow students to attend a university

for four years, emphasizing training courses, and call the result an
education?
(SoIDe students do not really want an education or even a part educationpart training experience.

They can be handled in diploma courses or in

technical schools.)
The surprising thing is that even our training efforts are so weak,
mis-directed, and so marked by failure.
Any honest evaluation of undergraduate training programs must lead to
the conclusion that most agricultural and other colleges are skeloJed to the

-4science oriented student, to the 1!scholarlyll student, to the potential
graduate student, in a word, to cloudy images of ourselves.

Thus our

measurable success is pretty well associated with graduate programs.
On the subject of training, it is clear that not all students need the
same things (but a basic program might be some advantage and free resources
for flexible response at later stages of student progress)..

In fact, many

of the things ,·, hich we see intelligent people doing do not require college
training; moreover, they often do not require a high school diploma.

But

this is not the same thing as saying that some education would not prove
valuable to such people.
Education

M~st

Come First

If we are going to have a university, we have to put education first-training second.

This is axiomatic.

How can this be accomplished by the

college of agriculture?
I.

Curriculum.

Ue should loosen up course requirements and material

presented in all departments.
and s\-Jitch plans.

~·Je

should make it easier to change majors

He should hold electives as open as possible.

realize that the needs at B.S. level are pretty general.

tve must

Most students

will be required to deal with people and non-agricultural problems, and
will need a little technical training (Inainly basic concepts--which will
help them ask the right questions).

Companies will re-train (or so~e

additional courses can be taken for specific farm situations).

Sooner or

later they are required to becnme? in effect, public relations men--and
this applies all down the line at the B.S. level.

-5A possible plan is ' to have no declaration of specific departments for
the first t\,TO years or at leas t require no department courses.
in the "mother" disciplines will be stressed.

Background

This will be a flexible

process according to best estimates of student post-graduate plans.
We accept the fact that agriculture is an applied field, but this
shows up in the training courses which will be taken at the upper division
level.

Students can specialize adequately during the junior and senior years

to satisfy B.S. degree requirements.
Present credit hour requirements in Humanities (and possibly Social
Science) should be reviewed, not to particularly cut requirements, but to
search out those professors and courses which will truely serve educational
purposes.

..

Unless students leave this university with broader views and

attitudes than when they enter, unle3s their very personalities are altered,
how can they possibly be said to have acquired any wisdom?
Graduate students do not present much of a problem in the sense of
need program changes for training purposes.

However 9 effort must be made

to deal more effectively with foreign students seeking Master's degrees.
Many of these could follow programs (leading to Master of Arts degree)
which would be geared to operating levels of action programs in their
home countries.
II.

Research.

Students should be involved in specific research

projects lvhile at the undergraduate levels.
things:

This will accomplish two

(1) they will be searchinr; for answers as they progress through

various courses, assignments~ etc., and will see some relevance between
agricultural problems and course requirements; (2) professors will be

-6forced to re-design and adapt their research programs to hit at more

11

meaningful problems than is presently the case.III.

Special programs.

more seriously.

Advisors who consistently guide their students to good

degrees should be rewarded.
tutorials.

(1) The role of advisor must be taken much

(2) Many departments could switch to modified

Students would be forced to get their thoughts down on paper

as a matter of preparation.

(3) College or department common rooms could

be established for student use and classroom hours could be reduced to
free students for common room activities or work in the library or in
laboratories

0

(4) The college

(and individual departments) should offer

prizes for superior undergraduate student writing and research efforts.
(5) A visiting professor program should be set up, sustained and
operated so that undergraduates reap direct benefits.

(6) Studentl

professor contact is meaningful only on a bilateral basis.

This not

too difficult to achieve in the College of Agriculture given many class
loads, even so professors are not always seen in their best light as
lecturers.

There is still room- for

tutorials ~

seminars (many inter-

disciplinary) and advisement are means whereby genuine contacts can be
established vJith individual students.

(7) Students have the notion that

constant preparation for exams is an education; professors believe thay
have played the game if they sinply give a course examination and never
cause students to be tested in some comprehensive way that

~vill

measure

assimilation and general analytical abilities where a number of disciplines
I/T'It-

d..

- wuen a ID1illstrators ask for College and Station financial support~
what kinds of research do they really offer in return? He might well
extend the question right on up the line.

~ 7 ·-

are involved.

(8) ~,.te give too many examinations, too close together.

lfuen are students given time for reflection or to gather their i;<.' its?
Numerous small, medium, and large tests go hand-in-hand with training
activities--they are a give away every time.

Some kind of absolute

saturation is reached in mathmatics and similar classes that rely upon
a test/day in the form of homework.
IV.

Staff incentives.

One thing is clear:

to the degree that

anything already presented is utopian, it will remain in that blessed
state unless a radical~ revolutionary alteration in planning, programming
and instituting faculty incentivies takes place.
major administrative

questions~

As matters stand

and faculty incentivies are wound into

an ever self-constricttng knot around the lower tract.
The Colleee of Agriculture has some natural advantages that could be
eXPlored to a greater extent.

Student teacher ratios are already low;

this implies relatively good opportunities for 1:1 personal communication
between students and faculty.

- 8-

Statement #2 - February 1969

INJECTING A

LAl~GER

EDUCATION COMPONENT IN THE B.S. DEGREE

Notes on Academe
v.1hat is the situation in which most universities ";; find themselves?

" The American graduate school is the envy of the world.

But at the

same time graduate training smothers much needed diversity in

education~

it often fails to link learning and life and has some tendency to belittle
its teaching duties. a
Some observers, viewing recent developments in university-student
relationships, mi ght feel that the "old daysH

,~ere

better.

But the truth

is that the nation's colleges have never been particularly amiable castles
of learning.

~ost

early teachers were non-professionals (often aspiring

clergymen or wealthy aristocrats) who saw themselves as policemen ' whose
job was to keep recalcitrant and

beni ~hted

undergraduates in line.

In

turn, the faculty lfas intimidated b y domineering presidents intent on
imposing their personl stamp on the entire college.

The aim of the trustees

was generally to promote a special interest, a religion, a social
a vocation, or a locality.
than is usual today.

This led to far more

d~sastrous

class~

intervention

In short, the early history of most American colleges

was marked by tyrannical relationships and student protest took on the
appearance of peasant revolts.
TIlis situation has been changed drastically by the advent of the
research-oriented university .

Pm,'Je r has been shifted, in some cases

radically, in the direction of faculty committees and department chairmen.

~ 9-

These professional scholars now decide who should be admitted to graduate
school and what should be taught

there~

hold virtual veto power over the

selection of their colleagues, and often over the choice of the president.
The graduate schools

produc~

homogenized Ph.D.s who, in turn, staff

countless colleges that, instead of pursuing distinct goals, increasingly
shape curriculum to get their graduates back into the big university
grad schools.
Despite the monopolized approach to learning, the growth of professorial
power cannot be counted a backward step.
have handled the problems better.

No other group in society could

A learned, professional faculty is clearly

preferable to an untrained staff fri ghtened of administrative

~vhims.

Scholar-

ship improves when small colleges shed regional and special interest
prejudices in search of an objective and national outlook.

Acceptance of

scholarship as an ideal has meant that student admissions are related to
academic achievement rather than to wealth, favored prep school or alumni
ties (professors may have a preference for talking to the already converted).
Still there are obstacles to education.

In many regions the expansion

of enrollment and merit admissions have not really helped children of

10t-1

income families break into higher social brackets via educational opportunities.

Host added room has been taken up by lower-middle-class students

whose families now consider college more necessary for jobs.

The poor are

not blocked by costs, since jobs, loans, and scholarships will get any
wholly committed student through college.

The primary obstacle is that

the overriding interest, especially in small colleges, is to create a

-10.-

smooth and glossy campus atmos phere, not in serv ing a large, remote and
o f ten ungrate f u 1 a b strac ti on called "society. It
Again the chief villain is the graduate school which controls the
direction of undergraduate training and is both introspective and oblivious
to broad social needs.

The system is dedicated to training men to write

papers rather than to communicate with students.

Often research exhibits

no genuine concern with answering real questions or solving important
problems.

Graduate schools have solidified knowledge into disciplines in

which "like minded men created a system for remaining like minded."
Conflicting good and bad forces are to be observed at work on students.
Disquieting and rebellious students may help quite a bit if they continue
to demand more relevant education.

"At the same time the amount of

absenteesim, indolence and incompetence permitted students exceeds that of
nearly any other sort of ,(>1orker.

Tl-: e majority of students who enter college

are plainly more concerned with accumulating credits and acquiring licences
than with learning any particular skill. "

They have no feeling about the

usefulness of becoming more learned.
ChoOSing a Path for the College of Agriculture
These thoughts suggest something of the general nature of our existing
situation and, in addition, suggest something of the future if present
trends and methods are not revised.

Obviously, new or altered goals are

needed; unfortuantely they are not easily come by.
open:

Four main options seem

The first is to refine and improve the pr esent system of under-

graduate training, recognizing the special needs for sci ence oriented
students and in essence creating a more viable tv]O track system; The
opposite extreme is to abolish the college of agriculture; A third

-11-

and sometvhat less visceral measure is to abolish undergraduate teaching;
and the fou,: th is to drastically revamp the undergraduate curriculum
in favor of courses and activities which cannot be narrmvly defined as
merely training.
Abolishment of undergraduate teaching or the College of Agriculture
implies a wholly graduate (science) student orientation.
political repercussions

j

Igoring any

the practicality of either course of action

depends on the department in question.
pre-vet or for soils and meteorology.

Difficulties would be minimal for
They l;,; ould be at their TNors t in

the cases of dairy science and a gricultural economics.

In these latter

cases, "industry demands" need to be Hlet at more than one level.

Ignoring

farm management, there are many opportunities that do not require maximum
professional capability.

Upon reflection, it is apparent that most

"intermediate" training needs tend to be linked more or less directly to
"management positions."

The need for fully trained scientists, which must

be met by all departments 9 can be satisfied only by graduate training.
Thus, we are led to consideration of the "dual track tl solution.
Ordinarily management needs simply do not require backgrounds which are
thought to be pre-requisite for scholarly, scientific research.

Even if

student interests t.]Quld support such an approach, there t"ould be inadequate
time to impart necessary management and business skills for those not
intending graduate work.
EmphaSis on needs of industry of society is hard to overcome.

In

fact, some clever persons have even argued that most of our educational
choices can be explained by the exis tence of the market for various skills.

- 12And while it is difficult to i gnore the fact that the history of state
supported institutions is marked by production of "corr.:nodities lf for a
demanding market, a more utopian view of education has considerable
appeal.
Such a vie..;·, rejects much of the emphasis on direct training to satisfy
career needs.
sake.

Instead, stress is upon the value of education for education's

Such a view is at least partially responsible for the claim that

"what many companies want in a first degree is a liberal education. "

All

kinds of examples can be drawn from European experience to show that
individuals study subjects almost viholly without regard to what will sell
in the career market place.
Of course it may be argued t h at such examples really are related to
an educational elite and that science-oriented schools$ such as Cambridge,
turn out engineers and natural scientists
outlook.

~lho

are somevJhat limited in

If this were not the case books such as The Two Cultures would

never have been

w . ~itten.

Actually the European system is a compromise.

For example, a lot of education takes place in gymnasiums and grammar
schools prior to a person i s entering a university.

The system of tutorials,

common rooms, etc., the student unions and several hundred clubs on each
campus, and the so called "oral tradition" play extremely important
educational roles.

It is possible to imagine the benefits from a similar

compromise in the activities of technical colles es on American univers i ty
campuses.

But these institutions are details.

1~1at

first is necessary is

a consideration of the gains and loss es which mi ght result from adoption
of the utopian view.

~- 13-

If we accept t he notion that graduate school s are mainly intensive
training centers (Dean Gardner , " The Role of Graduate Students, " Ag.
ColI. Seminar 30, Jan. 1969)t then it seems that a great deal of care
must be taken to insure that undergraduate degrees truly offer a chance
for a broadening educational experi ence.

At present, an attempt is

made (at the al l-university l evel) to achieve this result by requiring
"group filling" studies of al l students.

It is possible t hat this is as

much as can be expected in circumstances l}lhere many students have little
feeling about the usefulness of becoming more learned and have no appreciation of what it means to escape t h e world of the uneducated.

For it

is ce rtain that the majority of under graduates only eff ect a partial
escape ~

and this after four years of exposure to "higher education"!

That this is a general result i s evidenced by t h e grm.lth and introduction
of honors curricula, overseas semesters,

etc ~

Few would argue that all students could benefi t from the honors
treatment t but,

,_ i~

the same tirfle s Tl1ere ly fillin g groups is not too exciting .

Maybe what is needed is for profes sors in the science colleges to lead and
guide undergraduates into a gre ater number of educational experiences.
Too much e~phasis is placed upon preparation for successful graduate study.
In the College of Agriculture, for example ~ if it is possible to
create certain general theory courses for all students or for science
oriented students ~ some time should be ava ilable for college operation and
presentation of l ecture courses and programs which v1Uld insure all students'
abilities to deal with t h e realities of their own natures and with a complext
technolo gically ori ented world .

Agr i culture has a l l too obvious social

-14aspects that range from an unde !"standing of the t;'70rld food needs to
estimations of impacts on rural America as the farm population diminishes.
Certainly t her e

[\180

must be humanistic and even artJ s tic aspects to

agriculture that 1;.]ould provide all sorts of new insights to the youth 1;l1e
teach.

It is pos sible to speak of a history of agriculture and it may

even have a I t t~rature too--who knows t until some professors are willing
to make the break?
Our students don't need a laboratory course in chemistry nearly as
much as they need a course in what chemistry [science] is.!:../

Hhat about

logic?
If it is impossible for the college faculty to really devote a major
effort to such a program t another course of action is open.

Let students

spend essentially all their first tHO or three years "across campus, 1i but
retain direct supervision over them during the

~n1ole

period, requiring

seminars, written reports , and tutorials to monitor progress.
l1ean'il1hile; most of the Gepal- f :mental divisionn in the College of
Agriculture can be broken dmvn
concerned.

In

so~e

c,::>

far as actnral a gricultural courses are

cases, it is possible for certain students to be allowed

to engage in some research phases while s t i ll

undergraduat~s.

Various

faculty members can be assigned liaison teach ing , and research positions
beol1een depar tme7lts.
All of this is not necessarily incompatible vJith t h e dual track
"~olution."

2/

l.T

It merely ' means that the dualism is put off to the junior and

- we need
l'l ere critical,
expose them to
the philosophy

to consider the lives of great scientists, which experiments
why the questions asked were relevant, etc. He need to
the role of inference in the natural sciences and where are
requirements?

-15senior years.
for

~aking

It also means th a t stud ents would have a better foundation

,
"
b ecomes necessary.3/
a science or non-science cnoice
wh en a dec~s~on

Thi~ prop,ram is consistant ~~ith the notion that a unlversity degree should

be directed to e rlucationg the whole man, so that his interests and sympathies
will be broad en~ c..

T-Ie should be taught gener al analyticHl skills and the

facility for .. ";,."1j si tion of p a rticular informat i on llhen and as he needs it
in the future.
This also suggests a new look at resource allocation, and in this our
actions, at least initially, may be somewhat constrained.

In effect, much

of the money utilized in the College of Agriculture is so ear-marked for
training purposes that the task may seem nearly hopeless.

HOvlever, by

reducing certain course offerings, by combining and coordinating instructional
efforts, and by more careful structuring of research goals and methods, some
maneuvering room should be ob tainable not only

t~ith

respect to resident

instruction funds , but within Experime~t Station budgets as well.

In this

connection it i s "'i~ ll to refleC t" ""!1:" -: the role that r es e arch monies themselves
have played in V ·:l(-l.uate instrt1.c·;~ i ' l ~.:. ar d go als ~ a nd ~h~lS u pf1n the undergraduate prograns -: :rhich have beR'1 t h e main c. (\n Ce L~n of t\That has been wri tten
so far.

Closing t}!~ Ri nr,. ~

Daf2k to Univer,3i r.y Aims <1r- tl Hethods

uThe tas k s 't 'h5.C'.h universi.ty i aculties h~\ 'c undertakc;.n ~ sometimes within
and Soqp. ~i..m~s 'vi thout t h e univers i ties, sho1.l1 (1 n ot obscp.t'€ the fact that
uni v P.r.:; :"- ti e3 exi.s t for the 1ong

r un.

They

p. :,: c

th e cus t o ·- ri ans not only of

--------3 /1"

'l-

un t ~ -

"

l1~ 1:"e

:u:~

con
for putt l. ug 0 f ..:.f - · ar
. gum_ent
-,

r'j ;1>'l.llute tvel k is b e gU71 .

.. ]
:;1.,L.

• l l.Z~ri
' .:l'". SC1.ence " training
.
s pec1.a

-16the many cu1t~res of man but of the rational process itself.
are not neutral.

They propagate a special point of view; namely, the

worth,~hileness of the intellectual pursuit of truth.

remove universities
of ideas

vllli ':": . l

Universities

This view does not

from the problems of society--there must be interchange

l~m.:1ke the ~vorld.

But the po int is that the search for

truth und<2 -!. sj t'; .': '~vE!.ry other strategy on beh a lf ()~ ~O:i .::;t:::-uctive social
change.
"Some are impatient with this system even though in a few areas actual
i T!lp lementation has been made an appropriate part of training anc. research.
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